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Introduction
By the time sound, or talking, pictures arrived in the United States in the early 1920s,
limited recording technology was unable to pick up softer ambient sounds. Peripheral sounds like
door knocks, footsteps, slaps, crashes, etc. were dubbed over as an after effect. Pioneered by Jack
Foley in the early 1920s, the technique is now referred to as: foley.1
To create a foleyed effect, a foley artist works on a sound stage with a wide range of
props to reproduce a desired sound in tandem with a video clip. For example, to recreate the
sound of a broken bone, a foley artist will twist celery stalks under a microphone. The combined
recorded sound along with a clip of a fight produce a close up perspective. Though we rarely
hear the sound of a broken bone, the simulation becomes more real.
Foley lends itself to a combusted way of thinking about objects and sound. For instance,
the sound of halved coconuts skipping across a table creates a convincing kind of homophone for
a horse trotting along a cobblestone street. Though coconuts and horses have little in common,
the two provide an expanded connection linked by aural similarity.
Sound presents us with an ontology that unsettles our ordinary conception of things. 2 We
ordinarily operate with an ontology with the objects of our everyday experience: apples, chairs,
trees, cars, etc. However, our common sense of ontology privileges sight and touch; or rather the
senses of sight and touch determine this everyday ontology. The invisible intangible and
ephemeral objects of smell, taste, and hearing seem to have only a shadowy existence relative to
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the standard of the ordinary solid object, whose presence is guaranteed by eyes and fingers. 3
Sounds, odors and tastes exist, and surely they are as material as horses and coconuts; sounds set
eardrums aquiver, rattle walls and shatter wine glasses—sound is omnipresent and inescapable.4
Lacking “earlids,” we are forever and inescapably bathed in sound, immersed in it in a
way that we are not immersed in a world of visible objects.5 An attention to sound will then
provoke us to modify our everyday ontology and our common sense conception of matter. Sound
lends credence to a very different sort of ontology and materialism, a conception of being and
matter that can account for objecthood better than an ontology of objects can account for
sounds.6
For my own work, I employ foley as a material itself and make it visible by performing it
live in front of an audience. Mimicking the sound of a nearby American flag with a wool cloth,
an aluminum water bottle, and a wrench, a distinct but muffled sound is created. By matching the
silent live feed of the American flag with a wool cloth against a microphone, and the clanking of
a wrench against a water bottle I am able to mimic the rustling sound of the flag in the wind and
its metal hardware banging against a pole. I perform the score in front of a monitor and amplifier,
as if to play for myself. Framed by heavy velvet curtains, creating a kind of stage, the external
sounds are swallowed by its weight.
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Absence Is Presence With Distance
The project is interactive. Activated by the audience’s presence, a musical score populates
with musical notes based on the ambient room tone, the audiences voice, and the sound of the
foley itself. The dull sound of the wool cloth against the microphone mimics the unfurling and
freely dancing flags’ movements in the sky, while a tap of a wrench against an aluminum water
bottle echoes as the flags’ hardware clanks against itself. The mimed gesture becomes an act of
translation. A shared presence allows for a collaborative possibility as one moves around the
space. These challenges to definitions of personhood, and partnership, are meant to encourage
and reconsider the conditions of performance in the exhibition space—a civic forum with its own
codes and possibilities.
The dramatic envelope of black velvet creates a sense of drama while also defining the
parameters of the stage. The allusion of going “back stage” suggests a sense of permission and
access, while at the same time a sense of distance and removal is invoked. By separating the
image and sound both literally and physically, and by positioning the sound equipment parallel to
the audience—and to the flag from which I am broadcasting the live image—a sense of absence
becomes apparent. The sound and image are detached but remain linked in time as they are
performed live. While the flag is subject to changing weather conditions, and I am subject to the
citizenship of the United States, I reclaim some agency by transcribing the action.
By effectively translating the sound in concert with a live feed, a voice for the flag is
created. Voices always “describe” or “constate” something and are thus always true or false.7
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However, the inflection, tone, and context can all further complicate a statement.8 The
performance of voice adds a kind of extralingual meaning to a speech phenomena, but cannot
itself be discerned by linguistics. If we speak in order to “make sense,” to signify, to convey
something, then the voice is the material support of bringing about meaning.9 Here, however,
voice is given to the utterance of the flag. Not a declaration of the “sound of freedom,” but
perhaps a muted and suppressed sound. The act of rubbing, or cleaning, the microphone to
produce the sound creates a kind of static that you might hear in between channels. For me, the
voice makes an idea animate.
However, the flag itself operates as a kind of synecdoche through which we represent
“The United States of America”—a visual proxy, for the ideals and history created under its
banner. The American flag is a strong symbol of American identity. Referred to as Old Glory,
The Star Spangled Banner, or simply The Stars and Stripes, the U.S, flag has undergone many
changes since the first official flag of 1777.10 The stars are a symbol of the heavens and the goals
to which humankind aspires, and the stripes are symbolic of ray of light from the sun. The
thirteen stripes represent the original thirteen colonies that declared independence from England;
while the fifty stars symbolize the current 50 United States. The white signifies purity and
innocence, while the red signifies valor and bravery; and the blue signifies vigilance,
perseverance, and justice.
By abstracting the sound from the image of a waving American flag, I seek to reformulate
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our experience of collectivity. By listening to the live broadcast of the performed foley, the sound
and image are grounded in the present. The exhibition aims to function as a layered whole,
accruing meaning over the course of one’s visit. Prompting obvious considerations for freedom
and nationalism, language and race, time, and decay, the work asks not only what it means to be
an American today, but also, more broadly, what it means to be human—to breathe and act, to
live and die.
As we gather together the in the same space, we share a collective experience as we listen
to the sound of the performed foley. Ultimately the project is about listening. However, listening
is a process that is not the same for everyone.11 To hear and to listen have a symbiotic
relationship, with a questionable common usage. We know more about hearing than listening.
Scientists can measure what happens in the ear, but measuring listening is another matter because
it involves subjectivity. 12 However, we often confuse listening with hearing. To hear is the
physical means that enables perception, but to listen is to give attention to what is perceived both
acoustically and physiologically.13 Hearing turns a certain range of vibrations into perceptible
sounds. When listening, there is a constant interplay with the perception of the moment
compared with remembered experience. 14 Listening, or the interpretation of sound waves, is
subject to time delays. Sometimes what is heard is interpreted anywhere from milliseconds to
many years later, or possibly even never.
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On one hand the flag is a safe and stable symbol of the U.S., but on the other, it is
abstracted, mediated and in flux. While this performance raises unanswered questions about the
state of our democracy and who exactly the flag represents, the simple gesture generates a
pervasive sound that is inescapable. As an artist, I pursue work that focuses on the inability of
communication by visualizing it through sculptures, videos, performances, and installations. My
work at Hunter has largely focused on the dysfunctions of language. Employing theater,
collaboration, and presence as materials throughout my practice, I create works that synthesize
these ideas. Foley is a useful link that combines these interests as a unified performance between
gesture and collaboration.
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Image List
Figure I Installation View. table, speakers, mixer, contact microphone, hand held microphone,
wool cloth, aluminum water bottle, television live feed, processing sketch with sound notation.
Figure II Detail
Figure III Performance documentation
Figure IV Performance documentation
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